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Some foreign studies

in the New Statesman
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Does White play Ke7, or Kg7, or what?

(l\

Some foreign studies in the New Statesman

(l)

While I was writing the last of our se.ics "Some British studies from ...", it occurred to
me that "Forejgn studies which first appeared in Britain" mjgbt tnake a suitable
subje.t fbr a successo. series. I asked Timothy Whitworth how feasible he thought the
idea, and he immediately suggested the toumeys of Lhe New Statesman as a possible
starting point. Thesc wcre a leading feature of the British endgame study wo d f.om
i951 to 1975, and at least two of the period's most famous compositions appeared in
them.

However, this will not be a mere parade of prizewinners. One reason is that prjze
lists tend to be burdened with complicated heavyweights which are not to my pqsonal
taste. A second reason is that a surprisingly large proportion of the prizewinners
subsequently proved to be unsound. On the evidence of Harold van der Heijden's
"Endgame sludy database III" and somc routine computer testing of my own, over
forty per cent of Ne.,.' Statesman prizes went to unsouod compositions, and this was
rar loo many.
I say "a surprisingly large proponion", but Walter Veitch would not have been in
the least suryrised, "Dishonesty comes in va.ious forms," he wrote about lazy and
faulty game annotators in EG 15. "Sometimes, and I know this appljes also to a
number of composers of endings, thcrc is dcliberate avoidance of tho.ough research
into a position as it might reveal a fault." On dle evidence of the present tourneys,
it is impossible to disagree with him.
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Fortunately, enough survived to give us more than enough mate.ial for two special

numbe.s. Alois Wotawa's I gained 2nd Honourable Mention in the 1970 toumey.
Black's pawns appear to be oot of.each and I Rc2+ seems to be a mere spite check,
but it sets problems. Play the natural 1..,Kxb6; 2f3 prevents 2...g1Q and thrcatens
3 Rxg2 hxg2 4 Bf2+, and after 2..,h2 White has the lovely move 3 RcTl threatening
maie (see la). 3...Kxc7 allows 4 Bg3+ and 5 Bxhz, hence 3..,a5, but 4 Bf2+ gives
Black no choicer 4...Krc7 (4,,,Ka7 allows another mate) 5 Bg3+ and 6 Bxh2.
Other Black first moves are easily dealt wirh: l-..Kb7 2 Rc7+ Ka8 (2...Kb8 3 Rg7
shortens things) 3 Ra7+ Kb8 4 Rg? h2 5 Bb4 (say)

glQ 6 Bd6+ and

or l,..Kd5/Kd7 2 b7 glQ 3 b8Q and White will soon escape the checks.
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mate in a f-ew,

irr,i/,
2-win

2a-after2Rf6

2b - after 5...Rcl

Paul Heuacker's 2 appeared as an ordinary column piece in 1953. I Rc5+ Kdl
leaves White with no useful move, but I Rc6+ Kdl2 Rf6! puts Black elegantly under
pressure (see 2a); he must give up the queen by 2...Qe7

to avoid a quick mate. Play continues 3 Rg1+ Qel,

gets nowhere and 4 Rffl is soon seen to be
4..-Ril. But White can switch the atrack ro the
other wing by 4 Ra6. and the new mate threat gives

but 4

Rxelf

met by

Black no time to play,..QxR (this is why White checked

on gl rather than fl). 4...Rc7, thereforc. and after
5 Ral+ Rcl (see 2b) which piece should White take
first? The answer is soon seen to b€ 6 Rxcl+, because
after 6..,Kxcl 7 Rxel+ Kb2 I Re7 the knight has no

2c-after8ReT
good move (see 2c). PIay concludes 8.,.h3 9 Rb7+ Kcl
l0 Rb8 Nc7 1l Rc8 pinning, and if instead s..-Kcl then 9 Rb7 with the same finish.
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3-win

3a
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Rh?+, atler 5...Qh6

3b - I Rhl+,2...Qs7

Aleksandr Gulyaev's 3 shared 3rd./4th HM in 1955. Try I Rh2r Kg8 2 Kh5+ Kh7
3 Kg4+ Kg8 4 Kh3+ Kh7 5 Kg2+: no, 5...Qh6 (see 3a), and after 6 Rxh6+ Kxb6 the
knight can get back to safety. So it must be I Rhl+, and after l.,.Kg8 2 Kh5+ Kh7
3 Kg5+/Kg4+ Kg8 4 Kh4+/Km+ Kn7 5 Kg3+ Ks8 6 Kh2+ Kh7 7 Kgl+ Qh6 it is
the rook on the tirst rank that will capturc and the knight will fall. And if Black tries
2,..Qg7 (see 3b), hoping for 3 Rxg?+ KxgT and again a draw, White can play 3 Rhgl!
moving the point ofexchange to g2, and again the knight will go. Thc duals at moves
3 and 4 are unfortunate, but I think rhe study is worth having in spite of them.
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Ke7, after 3.-.gj

'r!ffi
4b - main line, after 4...g3

W. Issler's 4 (3rd Prize 1970) was perhaps the finest Nen Srdtermdn study, and
although we reprinted il in Septcmber 2001 I think we have to repezl il here, The
obvious line is I Ke7 8g6 (1,..8c4 2 Be6) 2 Be8 apparently chasing the Black bishop
away, but Black has 2...g4! and 3 Bxg6 g3 (see 4a) 4-5 ttQ glQ is only a draw. The
altemative J Kg7 is hopeless (1...8c4 etc), and I Be6 is met by 1.,,941 with sufficient
counterplay to draw: 2 Kg? (2 Bxg4 Kf4 3 Be6 B96) 93 3 Bd5 (3 Bh3 Bc4) Be4The winning move is the remarkable I Kfl! remaining in front of the pawn. This
threatens 2 Be6 and 3 Kg7, and if 1...g4 then 2 Bxg4 and White wins becausc his king
is one rank lower than after I Be6 g4 2 Bxg4. So Black plays 1...8e2, ready to meet
2 Be6 by 2.-.Bh5+ and 2 Kg6 by 2...8c4. N.rx, White plays 2 Ke7, and aller 2...8h5
3 Be8 94 4 Bxh5 93 we have 4a with Whitc's bishop on h5 instead of 96 (sce 4b).
This allows him to play 5 8|3, and after 5...Kxi3 be willqueen wjth check.
It is an unusually subtle decoy manoeuvre- In the natural line I Ke7 Egf 2 Be8 g4
3 Bxg6 93 the White bishap ends up on g6 and the move Be4 doesn't help White, but
thc opcning movc I Kf/ decoys the Black bishop to e2. and after 1...8c2 2 Ke7
the White bishop will capture its counterpart on h5 and Bf3 will win.
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5a - 3..,Ka8, after 4 Qbl

5b - main line, after 4 a4

John Selman's 5 gained 3rd Prize in 1966, I do not care for the opening capture
but after l.,.Rg2 2 b6 things get more interesting. The threat is 3 b7+ Kbs
4 Qbl and if 4...Rgl then 5 a7+ etc, hence 2...Kb8, aod 3 a7+ sets Black a problemIf 3...Ka8 then 4 Qbl (see 5a) Kb7 -5 Qe4+ Kxb6 6 a8Q hlQ+ 7 Qbl+ Qxbl+ 8 Kxbl
Rg1+ 9 Kc2 Rg2+ 10 Kdl Rgl+ l l Ke2 Rg2t 12 Kf1 and Black's checks have run
out, hence 3.,.Kb7, and after 4 a4 we have 5b. 4...Ka8 will now allow 5 Qbl with a

I Qxhl+,
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crisper version of the preceding line (with the pawn on a4 guarding b5, White can
meet 5.-.Kb7 with 6 a8Qr Kxa8 7 Qe4+ and a staircase as after diagrafi 5c in the
main line), but Black has 4,..g5, White can only continue 5 Kbl (he will need a3 for
a tempo movc later on), and now Black can play 5...Ka8 without tbaring Qbl in reply.
White therefore tries a different tactic: 6 Kcl Kb7

7.8 Kel Kb7 9
hxg2+

Kfl.

He now rhreatens 10 Qxg2r

l1 Kxg2 wiping out Black's K-side, so Black

must play 9.,.g4, and this tips the Ka8/Qbl tempo battle

in White's favour. Back to the Q-side, thcrcforc:
l0 Kel Ka8 1l-13 Kbl Kb? 14 Ka1. Black can try
14...93, but White has 15 af,, and Black must finally
play 15..,Ka8 and allow 16 Qbl: 16...Kb7 17 a8Q+
Kxa8 18 Qe4+ (see 5c) Kb8 19 Qes+ Ka8 20 Qds+

Kb8 2r Qd6+ Ka8 22 Qc6+ Kb8 23 Qc7+ Ka8

U

Qa7 mate.

5c - after l8 Qe4+
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-..Rh3, alter 5...Rxd7+

i=:1':
6b - main line, 4...Kh8

A, Hertrcrg's 6 was an ordinary column piece in 1955. The natural move I Rdl
allows l..,Rh7 winning the pawn (2 Rhl Rxhl 3 Rxhl+ Kg7 4 Rdl Kff etc), hcncc
I Rf/, and Black has two significant defcnces. The first is l...Rh3+, which at first
sight seems to be a bad move driving the White king where he wants to go, because
aftcr 2 Kc4 Rh4+ 3 Kc5 Rh5+ 4 Kc6 Rh6+ 5 Kc? Black has 5.,.Rxd?t with visions of
a desperado rook (see 6a). However, White can circumvent this by playing 6 RxdT
Rc6+ 7 Kd8 Rc8+ 8 Ke? Rc8.r 9 Kd6 Re6+ | 0 Kd5 and coming down the d-tile to dl.
The second defeoce is 1.,.Rd4, when 2 Kxd4 allows 2,..Rxd7+ drawing at oncc,
and if 2 RggT then 2...Rd3+ 3-5 Kc6 Rd6+ 6 Kc7 R6xd7+ 7 RxdT Rc8+ and this time
the desperado rook is inescapable. Better is 2 Rhl+ Kg8 3 Rhh7, and now 3,..Rd3+
4 Kxd3 Rxd?+ can be met by 5 RxdT releasing thc stalemate. But Black has 3...Rh4,
when 4 Rxh4 Kxfl will be easy, and after 4 R.hg7+ Kh8 what is White to do (see 6b)?
If 5 Re7 then 5.,.Rxd7 6 RxdT Rc,l+ and again the desperado rook will be
inescapable. If 5 Rg6 (intending 6 Rgf6) thcn 5...Rh7 6 RxhT+ KxhT atracking rhe
rook, and after 7 Rd6 Kg7 8-9 Kc5 Ke? l0 Kc6 Ra8 the R + P v R ending is drawn.
But after 5 Rg5 the corresponding ending will be won (White will have I I Re5+), and
if Black tries 5...Rd4 White can play 6 RI8+ RXIS 7 IC\d4 Rd8 8 Rd5 and agarn wrn
tbeR+PvRending. This last option is not available il White plays 5 Rg3/RgZRg I .
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7a - 2 Kez, after 4...Rd4+

7b - 3...Rf2+, 5 Kd3

Robert Brieger's 7 gained an HM in 1968, I c7 threatens all sorts of things and
moves like l...Bh4 providc no remedy (2 cxbSQ+ Rxb8 3 Rbc? mate), so Black must
start checking, 1..,Ra1+, therefore, and if White moves to a dark square Black will
rescue hjs bishop with check and then take on b?. Try 2 Ke2? No, 2...Re1+, with
3 Kd3 Rdl+ 4 Kc4 (4 Kc2 5 Rcl+ K- 6 RxcT) Rd4+ and Black has a perpetual check
on the d-file (see 7a) or 3 Ktf Re3+ and he has one on the e-file.
So it must be 2 Kg2, when thc check from below fails and Black must resort to
2...Ra2+, The dark squares are still poisoned; try 3 Kh3? No, it's a dead endi
3..,Ra3+. and White must come back to g2 and lry again. Hence 3 Kf3, and if
3...Rf2+ then 4 Ke4 Re2+ (4.,.RI4+ 5 Kc3 and the rook shields rhe king from rhe
bishop, see 7b) 5 Kd5 Rd2+ 6 Ke6 Re2+ (now the dark-square check tails because the
White king is too close, 6...Rd6+ 7 KxdT Be7+ I RxeT and if 8..,Rxb7 rhcn 9 Re8
mate) 7 Kff and we are about to rejoin the main linc (wc have 7c with the rook on e2
instead of e4).
This main line tbllows the altemative check 3,..Ra3+. when 4 Ke2 leads nowhere
and only,l Ke4 offers hope. lf 4...Re3+ then 5 Kd5 Rd3+ (5...Rc5t 6 Kd4 and again
the rook shields the king trom the bishop) 6 Ke6 Re3+ 7 Kll, and we lrave 7c with the
rook on e3. The alternative is 4...Ra4+. after which 5 Kd3 leads nowhere and White
must try 5 Kds. Try 5,..Ra5+: no,6 Ke6, with 6...Ra6+ 7 Kfl Rf6+ 8 Kg7 and again
the king is shielded or 6...Re5+ 7 Kl-/ and wc have 7c wirh rhe rook on e5. This
leaves 5...Rd4+, with scqucl 6 Ke6 Re4+ 7 Kf7 and we have 7c exactlyThe rook's precise square on the e-tile is soon seen
not to rnatter a great deal, but the lines placing it on e3
and e4 force White 1o continuc most precisely. 7...Re7+
loses quickly (8 Rxe? RxbT 9 cxdSQ+ etc), hence
7...Rf4+. Now I Kg8 fails (8..,Rf8+ and if 9 Kh7 then
9,..Rxb7), and White must play 8 Kxg6. 8...Rf6+
allows 9 Kg7 aDd the king is shielded, hence 8..,R94+,
lf the rook were on 95, 9 Kh6 would now win, and if it
wcrc on 92 9 Kxh5 would win (White could escape the
perpetuai by coming down to h3). As it is, only 9 Kh7
works, and aller 9..,Rg7+ there is a final twist: not the
clever l0 Kh8 hiding from the bishop once agaio, when Black plays l0...Kxb7 and the
rcply I I cxd8Q+ no longer wins because the queen is pinned, but the simple 10 Rxg7.
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Gia Nada(eishvili's 8 appeared in 1970, White's rook is under attack, and

if I Rl:

then l...Qh2+ 2 Kxg6 Qh7+ and his advanced pawn goes insiead. The answer

rs

I

Bg4, preparing to meet 1..-Qxg3 by a mate on e6 and making 2 RB a genuine threat
(2...Qh2+ can now be mel by 3 Bh3). Thc only move not to lose is 1..,Qe7, and
2 Be6+! Qxe6 brings the Black queen to a square tiom which the only h-file square it
threatens is h3 (see 8a). This square being guarded, White's rook is frec to mave
along the rank, but 3 Rc3 thrcatens nothing and 3 RB is met by 3...Qe7 (4 Rf8+ QxfS
5 gxfSQ+ KxE 6 Kxg6 Kg8 7 Kfs b5 and Black will win the pawn ending). This
leaves 3 Ra3, and how will Black guard his back rank?
The natural move is 3...Qc8 keeping up thc pressure on h3, but 4 Re3 is soon seen

to drawi 4...Ktf 5 Rf3+ Kg8 (5.-.Ke? 6 Kh? is probably won fbr White) 6

Re3

repeating, or 4...Qd? 5 Re8+ QxeS stalemate. This leaves 3..,Qe8, when the pressure
is otT h3 and the aook can move on the file. Howcvcr, a nondescript move such as
4 Ra7 threatens nothing of imponance and allows Black to play 4...b5, after which the
tieeing ofbT allows Black an easy win (given is 5 Ra6 Qb8 6 Ra2 Qb7). Necess]ry is
4 Ra6 (see 8b), when White threatens a quick self-sralemdte by 5 Re6 Q- 6 Rc8t, and
if 4...b6 then 5 Rxb6 and the threat is inescapable.

;i,
We have now reached the final tableau. Black's only hope is 4...QbB threatening
h2, and White must reply 5 Ra2 giving 8c. This in tum threatens Re2 and Re8+, so
Black is limited to ...Qc8 and ...Qe8. Suppose 5...Qc8. White plays 6 Ra3 giving 8d,
and now the threat is Re3 and Re8+; and if 6...Qe8 to meet this, 7 Ra6 takes us back
to 8b again. It is one of the more exotic of rook-against-queen perpetuals,
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9 - draw

9a - 4 Ka3, after 5,..Kh8

9b - main line, after l0 Rc5

G. M, Kasparyan's 9 shared lst and 2nd Prizes in 1964. I h7, and if l...Re8 then
2 Rc5 picks up a bishop. Hence 1...Rh4, and if 2 hBQ Rxh8 3 Rxh8 ihen 3...8c3+.
So While goes for the bishops,2 Rc5, but Black can defend his front bishop by
2...Ra4+ 3 Kb2 (3 Kbl Bd3+) Rb4+, and if 4 Ra3 then 4...Kg7 5 Rh5 Kh8 (see 9a).
White will have to release the pressure, and Black will disentangle himself_
The answer? Play 4 Ka2! Kg7 5 Rhs Kh8 6 Ka3, and we have 9a with Black to
play. If6...Rbl thenT Ka2Rb48 Ka3 and Black has made no progress; if 6..,Ra4+
then 7 Kb3 keeps up the pressure, and rhe bishop wilt be hounded (given is 7,..8e8
8 Res Bd7 9 Rd5 Bc6 l0 Rc5, see 9b). Black's only way our is ro ptay 10...Rb4+
prepadng a reluge at b5, but after ll Ka3 BbS Whire simply plays 12 Rh5 repearing.
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l0
Jan Rusinek's

l0

10a-atler4Kb8

- draw

gained 3rd HM

I Nc5 fbrks lhe rooks, but 1..,Rb6
Kb8 gies l0a, and we have reached rhe

in 1970.

threatens mate. 2 Nb7+ RxbT 3 cxbT Nc7+ 4

hea ofthc study. If 4...Kxd7, the moveis 5 a8N, and if 5...Nxb5 then 6 Nb6+ Kc6
7 Ka7 Rel 8 Nc4 and Black will ger nowhere; not 5 aBB hoping for 5...Nxb5
stalemate, because Black has 5...Re6 with 6 b6 Rxb6 7 Ka7 Ra6+ 8 Kb8 Nd5 and
mate on c6. If instead 4...Nxb5 then 5 a8B with an eventual draw (given is 5.,,Nd4
6 Ka7 Nc6+ 7 Kb6 Re6 8 b5 Nb8+ 9 Ka7 NxdT l0 bBQ+ Nxb8
KxbS Rb6+
l2 Ka7), but not 5 a8N, when 5.-.Re6 wins the knight and again mare is not far away.
More next time-

ll

As

usuaL, m\, thanks to Harold van der Heijden's invaluable
database III" and to the BCPS Libran,. - JDB
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